
The essential accessory to effectively watch over your mobile screen

High resistance to scratches and impacts: The 9H hardness standard of tempered
glass makes it the most resistant screen protector against scratches. Grade 9H is at
the highest level of hardness before diamond (10H) on a scale that defines resistance
to touch, pressure and impact.

Smooth touch and finesse: A sensitivity that greatly facilitates the use and allows you to
take full advantage of all the features of your device.

Real fuse against the breakage of your screen: Its role is to break by absorbing the
shock to protect the screen of your device.

High-definition: An optimal optical transmission level and a minimum reflection rate
allow the maintenance of the quality of the light image and its colors.

Anti-fingerprints: Polymer-based surface treatment against fingerprints and the most
frequent marks.

This tempered glass is perfect for your mobile, while leaving enough room to use it with
most cases.

Flat Screen protector Shape

Color : Transparent

Material : Tempered glass

Ref : PACK10VTIPSE2020

EAN : 3571211443681

Pack contents : 1 tempered glass
screen protector + 1 cleaning kit

Bigben Connected: The brand for your smartphone essentials
• The consensual style that will accompany you day-to-day
• A wide choice of accessories to charge, protect, personalize, facilitate the use of your mobile
• An excellent value for money with quality products while remaining affordable
• Eco-designed packaging with zero plastic and fully recyclable. Cardboard (certified from responsible
forest management), glue (vegetable) and ink (soya)
• A recycling center with the prepaid return of old products to be recycled to promote the circular economy

Bigben Connected is a French brand whose products are designed and developed in Paris.
French specialist in smartphone accessories for 25 years, our products are tested and certified according
to the standards and directives in force on the market.

How does the Recyclerie work?
You have just purchased one of our products and you wish to return your old product to us for recycling.
We ensure the collection of all old products, which are then dismantled and recycled in the appropriate
sector by our partner Véolia.

How do I return my product?
Thanks to the QR code or link provided in the pack of the purchased product
www.bigbenconnected.fr/recyclerie/, download a prepaid return on our website to send us your product to
be recycled.

What happens to my old product?
Once recycled, your product is reintegrated into the production of everyday objects such as: bicycles,
radiators, public benches, etc., this is called the circular economy!
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What is my product's Green Act rating?
Green Act has been designed to help you make a more responsible choice in favor of the environment
when buying an accessory for your mobile. Each product is rated on more than 70 criteria evaluating its
environmental, social and ethical impact as well as its performance in use. Find out how the environmental
impact of our products is calculated at www.thegreenact.org.
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